With the growth of work-from-home and small businesses having more than one location, the physical network borders, often referred to as the network perimeter of many small businesses has dissolved. Now that employees are working remotely or in different locations and the company network is distributed, it is harder to control and protect. This is why small-medium businesses (SMBs) seek more efficient ways to connect everyone and everything. In turn, this has led to a growing interest in virtual private networks (VPN), which traditionally are difficult to set up and not efficient for IT Managers, VARs and MSPs to manage and support when off-site issues arise.

Introducing the NETGEAR Insight Business VPN*, the latest add-on service to our award-winning remote cloud management solution, NETGEAR Insight. Business VPN is a simple, instant and efficient way to extend an SMB’s network to multiple locations, including WFH employees.

NETGEAR Insight Business VPN Features:

- **Easy VPN set up through SSID**: Once NETGEAR Insight Business VPN is configured, the end user does not have to do anything (no VPN client, 2FA). Just get connected to the existing office SSID and you are on the VPN

- **Corporate SSID from home**: Connect to the predefined corporate SSID on the Orbi Pro for the employee to be automatically connected to the company VPN, while the rest of the home network traffic is connected to other WiFi SSIDs

- **SSID setup support for secure end-device access**: Authenticate each end/client device that accesses the SSID through Business VPN. The Admin can authenticate users via both RADIUS integration (if they have the setup) as well as use pre-shared key (WPA2/3 Personal mode) plus MAC ACL

- **Create/delete VPN group**: Easily administer VPN access on a group level and reduce setup time

- **User management**: Network management and configurations can be handled easily by administering VPN access on a group level, managing VPN access for users or business sites, and more

- **Data analytics and reporting**: Receive reports on VPN downtime, VPN access history and more

- **Notifications & Alerts**: Receive notifications and alerts on Business VPN downtime, new user access and more

*NETGEAR Insight Business VPN Cloud technology is provided under license from Mako Networks.*
# NETGEAR Insight Business VPN Benefits

## Employee Benefits:
- **One-step connection:** Easy connection to all company applications through VPN without switching SSIDs
- **Constant connection:** Continuous uninterrupted connection through a software only VPN
- **Improved efficiency:** Authenticate once for all company applications (CRM systems, internal database, etc.)
- **Secure:** Safely access information from anywhere the Orbi Pro connection reaches

## Admin Benefits:
- **Secure:** Second level of security on top of the authentication with secure end/client device access
- **Easy to configure and set up:**
  - Simplified and standardized deployment
  - Remote configuration
  - Save time with bundle onboarding and configuration
- **Improved Support:** Less time spent supporting work-from-home and branch employees
- **Troubleshooting:** Get clear VPN history on usage and downtime to adjust accordingly

## Traditional VPN vs. NETGEAR Business

**Traditional VPN login**

Log in > Multi-factor authentication

**One-Step Business VPN login**

Simply connect to the corporate SSID and get access to the VPN

## Requirements
- An Orbi Pro WiFi 6 (SXK80, SXR80, SXK50, SXR50, SXK30, SXR30) must be at every end of the VPN tunnel
- The Orbi Pro WiFi 6 must be in ‘router’ mode
- Business VPN is a wireless VPN enabled on the WiFi SSID2 only
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Why NETGEAR?

- Easy to configure and monitor with full management capability using NETGEAR Insight
- Easy VPN connection through SSID
- Perfectly paired with business-grade WiFi mesh systems Orbi Pro WiFi 6 (SXK80, SXR80, SXK50, SXR50, SXK30, SXR30)
- Cost effective solution starting at $3.33 per month per employee (see pricing below)

Subscription

- NETGEAR Insight Business VPN is an annual subscription with a 30-day free trial and requires a subscription to NETGEAR Insight Premium or Pro
- NETGEAR Insight Premium subscriber: purchase Business VPN directly from www.netgear.com/insight
- NETGEAR Insight Pro subscribers: purchase through your distribution channel

Visit www.netgear.com/insight for more information on NETGEAR Insight
Visit www.netgear.com/insight_services for more information on NETGEAR Insight add-on services